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A celebration of the biggest fashion moves of international style icon Dua Lipa

Keen insights from fashion journalist Scarlett Conlon

The latest in a bestselling series, which includes Taylor Swift the Clothes She Wears and Beyoncé and the Clothes She Wears

A must-have photographic guide

Dua Lipa has enjoyed a sensational rise to the peak of pop stardom. Her infectious disco-influenced hits have scored billions of plays on

Spotify – yes, billions! – and her sharp fashion choices have turned heads across the entertainment industry making her an international

style icon.

Born and raised in London, Dua showed promise as a performer in her mid-teens, and by her early twenties, had already won an

armful of awards, including BRITs and Grammys. Frequently splashed on the covers of Teen Vogue, Elle, Clash and more, she has also

starred as a model in ad campaigns and ambassadorial roles for Pepe Jeans, Puma, Adidas Originals and Versace. In 2023, Dua’s Barbie

soundtrack, her acting debut in the film and her subsequent red-carpet appearances won her a legion of new followers around the

world.

Dua Lipa and the Clothes She Wears is a celebration of the superstar’s biggest fashion moments. Written by former British Vogue

news editor Scarlett Conlon, this latest addition to the bestselling series is a must-have for fans and fashionistas. 

Scarlett Conlon is a freelance fashion journalist, editor and consultant. Having previously held roles as deputy fashion editor and

acting fashion editor at the Guardian and Observer and as news editor at British Vogue, Scarlett frequently reports from fashion weeks

and design fairs, and interviews high-profile designers and industry leaders, as well as working with brands to create exciting cross-

platform campaign narratives. Based in Italy, Scarlett’s current work appears regularly in a host of publications, including Vogue, the

Observer Magazine, 10 Magazine, the Guardian and CNN Style. 
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